Abstract-Cloud computing has recently emerged as an important service to manage applications efficiently over the Internet. Various 5 cloud providers offer pay per use cloud services that requires Quality of Service (QoS) management to efficiently monitor and measure 6 the delivered services through Internet of Things (IoT) and thus needs to follow Service Level Agreements (SLAs). However, providing 7 dedicated cloud services that ensure user's dynamic QoS requirements by avoiding SLA violations is a big challenge in cloud 8 computing. As dynamism, heterogeneity and complexity of cloud environment is increasing rapidly, it makes cloud systems insecure 9 and unmanageable. To overcome these problems, cloud systems require self-management of services. 
The primary aim of this paper is to develop a SLA-aware 93 Further, it offers considerable enhancement over static server 171 consolidation and decreases SLA violations [25] I E E E P r o o f 331 requirements, based on that, the workload is executed with 332 some user defined constraints. (SVR TH ) then alert will be generated otherwise will be con-493 tinued execution of resources. 
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Executor implements the plan after analyzing completely. into three categories as shown in Table 1 .
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The execution cost is calculated based on user workload 566 and deadline (if deadline is too early (urgent) then it will be 567 more costly because we need a greater processing speed and 568 free resources to process particular workload with urgency). Table 3 describes the range of SVR that is decided to calcu- Latency is a defined as difference of time of input cloud 
ðtime of output produced after execution Figure 3 shows the complete overview of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) as "SLA Description" which includes information about customer, provider, service agreement, SLA deviation, QoS requirements, service assumptions (any assumption like scheduled downtime etc.), duration of SLA (period of time for which SLA is signed), current status of SLA (in terms of SLA violation rate) and signed SLA (final signed SLA document based on price plan management which has been agreed between cloud user and cloud provider) along with "price plan management" (Forum Plan, Premium Plan, Advance Premium Plan and Customize Configuration). Based on the SLA information including price plan described by cloud consumer and availability of resources, STAR generates a final schedule of execution of workloads automatically and sends scheduling details (start date, end date and estimated budget) back to a particular cloud consumer as shown in Figure 14 in the form of "Reply". Finally, all other workloads are scheduled on the available resources set based on their policy. 
